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.-RATIONLE

Previous math and science courses

have taught you to use the concepts of

time and measurement. You have learned

to perform pimple operations such as

measuring the distance a moving body tra-

vels over a certain time interval.

This LAP will go beyond these elemen-

tary applications. It will enable you

to measure movement using multiple flash

photography and the stroboscope. Also, it

will introduce you to the function, a mathe-

matical tool that is used extensively in

phYsics.

When you have successfully completed

this LAP, you will be able to use these

concepts to aid you in the study of linear

and circular motion.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



BEHAVIORAL ONECT1VES:

After you have completed tre prescribed course of study, you will be
able to:

\ 1. Use the concept of multiple flash photography to

a. determine the speed of an object moving in a straight line.

b. determine the flash rate needed to restrict a given object's
movement a certain amount during the flasIL

c. determine the flash rate needed .to take pictures of a moving
object at certain distanCe.intervals.

2. Use:the speed of a. stroboscope to determine the speed of an object
undergoing repetitive motion.

3. a. Express any given number in powers of ten (scientific) notation.

b. Perform the four fundamental mathematical operation's on any
numbers expressed in powers of ten notation.

c. Give the order of magnitude of any number expressed in powers of
ten notation.

4. a. Give a one half page discussion of the method of triangulation.

b. Measure dittances using the method of triangulation.

c. Give a one quarter page discussion of a procedure that uses the method
of triangulation to find distances to "near" stars..

Give a one page discussion that gives two arguments to show our world is
three dimensional,

6. Solve problems using the concept of significant digits.



I. Reading and rdblems.

1. PSSC, P!-In L2) pps, pf:,8 19-20, 8, 10 -13, 16-18,

20, 24-30; e np1,3, 37-39 6 --7, 0-20, 23-25, 27-30.

2. Williams, Modern Physics: ppc. 23 31, exs, A (5-8).

II. Laboratory

PSSC LAB Guide - Experiment 1-1,

3



1. A flash camel a was sc-t up AO Ajng projeci4le. The
shutter speed of the camera was c!c, the projectile moved 5 m.

between the two .pictures, what oas.Rs speed? (Assume the speed remained
constant)

2. A strobbscope is made up of four quarter sections: one clear, one
epaque,one clear, and one opaque. A light is directed onto the
stroboscope which is rotating at the rate of 50 revolutions per minute.

a) What is the time interval from the end of one light impulse to the
end of the next light pulse?

b) What is the time interval-from the end of one light pulse to the
beginning of the next ?

3. .Simplify the following:

a) 3.2 x 10-6 4.6 x 10-5

7.4 x 1.0
-8

3.9 x 10

5 -4
2.1 x 10 x 3.3 x 10

Discuss the method of triangulation. In your discussion you should
include a diagram and a sample problem iflustrating the method of
triangulation.

5. Present an argument that shows our world is three 'dithensional.



S.atf-..vatuation.i

6. a. ATerson-measures a .rea.anguIiiir solid and finds the length to be
5.3 m., the width to.be. 7,9. m. And.the height to be 3,397 m.
What is the volume of #15 rectangular solid?

The height and base of a triangle are 3.2 and 6.97 inches respectively.
What is the area of the,triangle?

IF YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY MASTERED THESE COALS, A PROGRESS TEST IS
SCHEDULED.

5



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

to:
After the completion

you will be able

. Definc

a. a direct proportion relation

b. an inverse proportion relation

c. a function

d. the inverse square relation of light

e, interpolation and extrapolation

f. scaling

t3. Use power laws and the concepts of similar figures to determine
the dimensions of one geometric il'igure given the dimensions- of 'a

similar figure,.

9. a. Find the distance from an' objet to a light .given the intensity
of the light and of another light whose distance from the object
is known..

Find tb,e- relative distances from two lighLs to an object between

the lights, given the intAlw:Ity Of the lfeht and the total
distance between the 1.111 t6.

10. petormine in what proportion you must trenq all object if you increase
its linear dimensions and wish to maintain the same strength/weight ratio,

BE600RCES

I. Reading and Problems

1. PS SC, Physics: pps. 40-51, cxs, 8-9, 11-12, 19-20, 24-25.

II. Laboratory (Consult your reacher).

6



I. Defi

a) interpoJ.Fii-joa

4

b) the inverse snare rolat.ion cif light

c) a direct proportion relation

2. The volume of one cylinder Is eight times the volume of another similar
cylinder, If circtimfreuce of he base of the smaller cylinder is
3 cm what is the circumference of the base of the larger cylinder.

The distanc:.e between two street lamps is 60 m. Where should an
observer stand between the lamps if tie wants one lamp to be four times
as Intense as t)e. other?.

4 a, It you scale /.ip all tje linear dimensicns of a rectangular solid
by 9, how muh do each ,of' the following change?

I) volume

2) surface area

b. A steel ball is hanging from a rope 1 cm, in diameter that just
supports it, If you increase the volume of the ball 5 times, how
much do you need to Increase the diameter of the rope so it will
continue to support the ball?



A V A N C E Dp S J D Y Y

1. Calculate the diameter of the moon, (Hint: See the exercises
in your text).

8



REFF,1:.EUCES

Textbooks

. Physical Science Stuy Phic-s, 2nd edition (1), C. Heath and
Company, 1965),

2. Williams, Metcalfe, Trinklein,Lefier, Modern Physics, 2nd Edition (Bolts
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968).

Workbooks

1. Physical Science Study Committee, Laboratory Guide, Physics, 2nd Edition
(D. C. Heath and Company, 1965)
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RATIONALE

So far in our study of Physics, we have been primarily

interested in how a body moved rather than that makes it move.

We have constructed elaborate graphs to show the displacement

and velocity of a moving body and from these graphs, we have

been able to calculate the velocity and the acceleration of

the body. Nowhere did we take into consideration what makes

an object move or what makes it stop moving.

In this LAP we will study what makes an object move and

what makes it continue moving. From this we will go into an

analysis of the motion of objects "near" the earth's surface

and the various forces acting on such objects. Finally, we

will go into an analysis of centripetal motion and its applica-

tions for the motion of satellites.



SA..tion

. BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

By the completion of the prescribed course of study, you will

be able'to:

1. a) State Galileo's Law of Inertia.

b)'Give at least a one-half page explanation of the thought
experiment that Galileo used to discover his law.

2. Demonstrate your understanding of the relationship between

the mass of a body, the change in velocity of a body, the

force acting on a body, and the time in which the force

acts by being able to state an equation showing this rela-

tionship and being able to calculate the value of one of

the variables given the value of the other three.

3. Demonstrate your understandinR of the similarities of inertia

and gravitational mass by writing a one-half page paper com-

paring and contrasting them (your paper should contain the

definition of the two terms, properties they have in common,

and properties they do not have in common).

L. Take several forces acting on a body and resolve them into

the net force acting on the body.



I. Readings:

1. PSSC ;141 ti2 pps. 323-325

pps. 328-329; #3 pps. 32.5-328: 114 pps. 329-331.

2. Taffe? - Physics, Its Methods and Meanings: #1 pps. 102-

103; #2 pps. 103-106: #3 pps. 107-108; #4 pps. 54-58.

3. Williams - Modern PLysics: #1 pps. 85-86; #2 pps. 86-89;

#3 ; #4

II. Problems:

1. PSSC - Physics: #1 #2 ppo. 332-333 exs. 3, 6-10,

13-14, 16-22; #3 #4 p. 313 exs. 25-31.

2. Taffel .1212sics, Its Methods and Meanings: #1

#2 pps. 1111-113 exc. 1(1-4, 6-12), 1(1-2, 7-10, 12,

15); #3 : p. 57) exs. 1(1, 3-4).

3. Williams, Modern Physics: #1 __; #2 pps. 94-95 1-3,

6-70 12; #3 #4

III. Laboratories:

1. PSSC - Laboratory Guide, mos.

2. Taffel - Laboratory ManualPlusics, Its Methods and

PPs. 27-33, 53-57,

IV. Visual:

1. McGraw Hill Filmstrip - Force 1;ind Motion.



is

1. Discuss the theli.Kb e.veermer inet Galileo used to discover

his Law of Inertia.

2. a) A railroad engine of mass 12,000 kg is rolling along the

tracks. at a. speed of 35 m/sec. The brakes are applied

and the engine, decelerates constantly rand stops in 25 sec,

What is the meguitude of the brakinb force and in what

.direction does it act?

If an ObjeCt'With 171.9S m is acted on by a certain forceb)

to give it an acceleration of 20 P1/sec.', end if another

object m, is acted on by a force four times as great to

give it an acceleration of 15 m/sec.2, what is the ratio

of m2 to m?.

3. Discuzs gravitationol mass and inertiol mees.

4. s Consider the forileiqing

That in tlec net force actine,on ehjeet?



1. Consider the (Jaag-:

I
4-4

..4 1 . fl 0 ./ k
(r, i ., fi

1 44'
,,---.0

What is the resultant force acting on this object?

2. The retarding force of air resistance on a baloon is pro-

portional to the square of the velocity. For a certain

baloon, inflated a certain amount, this force is given in

newtons by Fr=..272 eller° V is the velocity in m/sec. The

baloon and the air inside have a combined mass of 10 gm.
a) Draw graphs of the baloons acceleration as a functiOn of

velocity when you pull it 0:ith a 1.8-newton force and '7.2-

newton force,

b) What is the maximum velocity that the baloon will reach

in each case?

c) If the mass were 5.0 gm., how would this affect the maxi-

mum velocity?

d) "what do you think would be the effect on the maximum

velocity you inflated the baloon to a. larger volume?



Section II

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTTVES

By the completion of the prescribed coarse of study, you will

will be able to:

5. Demonstrate your understanding of the relationship between

the mass of a body, the gravitational force acting on a body,

the air resistance acting on a body, and the amount gravity

accelerates a body by being able to state an equation show-

ing this relationship and being able to calculate the value

of one of the variables given the value of the other three.

6. Demonstrate your understanding of projectile motion by being

able to take an object projected at a given angle and;

a)- determine the horizontal and vertical displacement of the

object's velocity when it was projected and at any time

thereafter.

b) determine the horizontal and vertical displacement of the

object in a given time interval.

c) determine the time of travel of the projectile.

d) draw a position time graph for the projectile's motion

for a given time interval.

7. a) Derive a formula that will enable you to calculate the

speed of an object moving in a circular path of radius R

when the object's period of motion is T.

b) Use the formula derived in p9rt (a) to calculate the value

of one of the variables if the other two are given.

8. a) Derive a formula for centripetal acceleration in terms of

6



BEHAVIORAL 01 C :Jr

(1) speed and pcisic.: of :;;;.floc,, 0-

(2) speed and radius of th,a eicole, or

(3) radius of the circle and period of motion.

b) Use the formula3 derived in part (a) to calculate the value

of one of the varlr:bles if the other to are given.

9. a) Derive a formula for centripetal force in terms of:

(1) speed and radius of the circle, or

(2) radius of the circle and period of motion.

b) Use the formulas derived in 'Dart (a) to find the value of

one of the vnriL:bles given the value of the other three.



RESOURGE3

I. Readings:

1. PSSC - physipc: #5 PPs. 335-336; #6 pps. 338-340; #7, 8,

9 pps. 340-347.

2. Taffel - Physics, Its Methods and Meaning: #5 pps. 77-79;

#6 pps. 8L4. -89; #7, 8, 9 PPs 90-94,

3. Williams - Modern Physic-: ; #6 pps. 102-103;

#7, 8, 9 pps. 103-108.

II. Problems:

1. PSSC - Physics: #5 P. 354 exs. 1-2, 4 7; ,;6 P. 354

exs. 8 -15; 1/7, 8, 9 pps. 354-355 exs. 16-21, 24-25.

2. Taffel PhysLcs, Its Methods and Meanings: #5

#6 pos. 84-8 f!xs. 1(1,3), 2(c.'), 1(4-9(, 2(16-19);

#7, 8, 9 pps. 98-100 1(6), 2(10-12, 1(10-13), 2(20-22).

3. Williams, Modern Physics: #5 , ; 16 ; #7, 8, 9

p'ps...111-112 exs. 1-7.

III. Laboratories:

1. PSSC - Laboratory Guide: pps. 41-45.

2. Taffel - Laborato Manual, physics, Its Methods and

Meanings: ups. 67-70.



1. Wnat is the a..1 ;,:no3e mas is

0.3 kg at a point on th of

gravity is 9.81 d tbe rt c..ictin. g on the ob-

ject is 6.8 nt?

2. An artillery niece is fired at en angle of 30 0 with the hori-

zontal with a muzzle velocity of 120 'I/se,(

a) at are the X and 7 coordinates of the shell after 1.2

see.?

b) How long Ali the shell he in the air (assume the muzzle.

of the gun is even with the ground).

c) How far horizontally will the shell travel.?

d) Draw a position time pr ph fo..o thin shell from the time

it was ft.i.ed to the tivlf-1 it'reacha& it6 %1PDX.

3. If a proton move In (jrLit O rndlu:; 2x10-12 cm

and goes of the way ardiAnd the circle in .0005 sec., what

is the speed of the proton':,

L. a) Derive a for:,f for-cmni aoclev.:!tion. in terms of

speed and period. of im.)lon.

b) An object moves in a circulpipath with radius 7,3x10-2m

with a speed of 2.7xl0 t m/sec. lAiat is the centripetal ac-

celeration of the object?

5. a) Derive a formula for centripetal force in terms of radius

of the circle and period of motion.

b) An object of mass 25kg moves around a cIrcle of radius

10 m in .9 sec. What Ls the centripetal force acting on

this object?

9



1. If an airpleme div1-, at an

angle of 60° wi;b te hPr3.!ci a:(2)m.1) and

hits a target which 1'3.1 ;:fr, ::.7.)-nta1171- in front of him,

what should the altitude of tne plane be?

2. A mortar is fired at :In angle of 30° uith .he horizontal and

at; an angle of 60° with %he horizontal. The muzzle velocity

both times 200 ra/Fec. Determine whether the projectile

traveled the same distnae horizontally in both cases.

3. A cannon 13 gitu'a on cliff 550 m high pointing at an

angle at' 30° ri tL thc no:.i2,ontal. It Ia ha:, a muzzle velocity

of 300

a) How lc:ng 1 ., :-jr.; in the

b) How far hori:,:on-!,ail:i :1 ti he 1,-,ojectile have traveled

at the end of

c)Dv'Aw a t,h1: pl:cjoi:tiles motion.

4. A rifle 213 poite.d up,ia. ta rir1e, of 450 with the hori-

zontal and th'It is 350 m horizontally

fro:a the .:(1.13 th,..3 rifle is

firt and the ohjec4 fr-wri rea t. If the muzzle

velocity of the I.:, 10 '11/:3;?c,,

a) At 4h5t tirri ui1 LiiL L,I.CLL,-,t hit the object?

b) ,That will be their vri.tical that time?

10



BEHAVIG3A.L.013,LECIVL

By the completion of pecribed coUl:,, of study, you will

be able to:

10. a) Derive a formula that will enable you to determine the

restoring force actin on an object that is undergoing

simple harmonic motion.

b) Use the formuladerived In part (a) to calculate the

value of one of the variables given the value of the

other three.

11. a) Derive a formula that will enable you to deterMine the

period of an objeet that is in simple harmonic motion.

.12,) Use the formula derived in tart (a) to calculate the value

of on of the valiableL riven the value of the other two.

12. a) Derive a formula that wf.21 enable you to determine the

restoring force actin on the bob of a pendulum.

b) Use the formula derived in rartf ) to calculate the value

of one of the variabl. given the vrIlue of the other two.

13. a) Derive a formula :.hat Tou to determine the

period of a pandulun.

b) Use the formula derive--; in n.:rt(1) to calculate the value

of one of the vari.thlc:i :fiver: the value of the other two.

14. Give a detailed aroament tht ,h)t,rminc whether there

is such a force as centrifuFal force.



I. Readings:

1. PSSC - Physics: 110, 11, 12, 13 pps. 347-350; /DA PPs.

2. Taffel - Physics, Its Methods and Ileaninrs: 110, 11, 12,

13 pps. 94-97; i/14 p. 122.

;;:yliern Physics: 110, 11, 12, 13 pps. 119-122;

#14 .

II. Problems:

1. rssc Physic:: 110, 11, 12, 13 p. 355 exs. 26-32; #14

2. Taff& rh43 3cs, Its Eetbods and Meanirws: nO, 11, 12,

13 pps. 98-100 exs. 1(7-8), 2(13 -110, 1(14-15), 2(24-25);

1114

3. .,Jilliams :,Modern Physic3: 110, 'IL, 12, 13 ppsx 122-123

ez3. 5(6 A(1-2), 3(4).

III. Laboratories:

1. Taffel Laboratolly PhIrsics - its Methods and

Meanings: pps. 19-21 ± 41-44, 49-52.

12



P,LF-EVAWATION

1. If an object of mass !! kg is undePgoil:g simple harmonic

motion and has a period of 1.8 sec., what will be the re-

storing force acting on the object if it is displaced 3 m

from the origin?

2. Derive a formula that will give you the period of an object

that is undergoing simple harmonic motion.

3 a) Derive a formulv that will enable you to determine the

restoring force acting on the bob of a pendulum.

b) Consider the following diagram:

1. If the mass of the ball at the end

of the pendulum is 20 kg, whst 13

the magnitude of the linear restor-

ing force acting on it when it is at

the top of its arc?

2. ;;hat is the period of the pendulum?

Is centrifugal force a fictitious force? Justify your

answer.

13



I. Books:

1. Physical Science Study Comittee, Physics, 2nd edition

(D. C. Heath and Co.

2. Taffel, Physics, Its Methods and 1enninqs Allyn and

Bacon, Inc., 1965) .

Metcalfe, `'rankle .n, Lefler, Modern Physics

(Holt, Rinehart, and 'piinaton, Inc ., 126e).

II. Lab Manuals:

1. Physical Science 3tudy Committee, Physics Laboratory

Guide, 2nd edition (D. C. Heath and CO., 1965).

2. Taffel phIlica, Its Methods and i,':eanings Laboratory*

Habual (Allyn and Bacon, Inc. ., 1965).

III. Filmstrips:

1. Force and Motion (NcGra Hill Book Comnnny)

1J4.
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REST COPY AVAILABLE

RATIONALE

In the previous LAP we studied the

dynamics of motion. What causes an object

to change direction, or to accelerate, or

to stop. We studied the types of forces

that cause such behavior.

In this LAP we will concern ourselves

primarily with three things: momentum,

work, and energy. We will determine why a

car does more damage than a baseball when they

hit an object even if they are traveling at

the same speed. We will learn what is meant

by work and various ways in which work is

performed. Finally, we will study energy

and see why we say that it is the ability of

an object to do work.



C.. ION

Behavioral Objectives

By the completion of the prescribed course of study- you win
be able to:

1. Define impulse of a force and work, problems relating to

this definition.

2. Define momentum of a body and work problems relating to

this definition.

3. Demonstrate your understanding of conservation of momentum

by:

a. Writing a ore -page paper describing experiments that

have been performed to demonstrate that momentum is

conserve.:..

b. Working problems relating to conservation of momenton

in the interaction of several bodies.

4. Define the center of mass of two interacting bodies and

work problems relating to this definition.

5. Demonstrate your understanding of the relationship between

conservation of momentum and velocity of center of mass by

being able to derive a formula showing this relationship.

6. Demonstrate your understanding of rocket propulsion by

stating a formula involving the total mass of a rocket, the

mass is ejected, and the change 'in velocity of the rocket

and working 'problems relating to this formula.



Resources

1. Readings:

1. PSSC #1 pps. 278-3.7; py,),.;, 381-387;

#4 pps. 367-388; #5 pps, 388-391; #6 ups. 393-396.

2. Taffel 111, #2 pps. 113-114; #3 pps. 114-116; #4, #5, #6

3. Williams - #1 - 113 pps. 90-92; #4, 115, 1`6, .

2. Problems:

1. PSSC - #1. p. 397 ex. 1-7; #2 pps. 397-398 ex. 8, 10-13;

113, ppb. 398-399 13-14, 16-18, 26; 114 pps. 399-400

ex. 21-22, e6 p. 398 ex. 20.

2. Taffel - #1, #2 pps. 117-118 ex. 1 (1.2), 2 (5,6) 1(1-3) 2(8-9);

#3 pp. 117-119 ex. 1(3-4). 2(6-8) 1(4,6-7), 2(10-11);

#4 1u
3. Williams - #1-113 pps. 92-93 13(16 - -17), 1;(12-14, 16); #4, 115,

#6,

3. Laboratories:

1. Physics, Its Methods and Mean2ags: Lap )4

2. Physics, Its Me:Ilods and Mean!ogs: Lab 15

3. Physics: Lab, III - 7

4. Physics: Lab III -



SELF- EVALUATION 1

1. An 1800kg. car increases its spc,L0 at: m-s,.2:rm :.ate ka a

straight line from 15 mht!c n/sec it. 7 sec.

(a) What impulse aci7vd on this car?

(b) What force produced this acceleration?

2. A motorcycle traveling at 7 m/sec increases its speed to 18 m/sec
in 10 sec.

(a) What Wes the initial momentum of this motorcycle?

(b) What was the final momentum of this motorcycle?

(c) What impulse acted on this motorcycle?

(d) What was the magnitude of the force acting on this motorcycle?

3. A bomb having a mass of .100 kg. cxplodes in the air into two
pieces that fly out vertically in opposite directions from one
another. If the mass of one piece is 33 kg and the mass of the
other piece is 67 kg, what is the ratio of the velocity of the first
piece to the velocity of the second piece?

4. a. Define center of mass.

b. A 5 kg ball is moving towards a 20 kg ball at rest with a
speed of 3 m/sec.

1) If the balls are 72 m apart, how for is the center of mass
from each ball?

2) What is the veloCity of the center of mass?

5. Derive a formula that demonstrates the relationship between
conservation of momentum and center of mass.

6. If a rocket of mass 5 kg ejects 100 g of fuel through the exhaust

nozzle with a speed of 100 m/sec, what is the change in velocity

of the rocket?

4



1. Write a three page reprt planety

orbits. Your report shoele .-ables of data

to illustrate each of these three laws.

2. Write a three page paper explaining three different theories

concerning the structure of our solar system.

3. Write a paper explalaing the Law of Universal Gravitation. Your

paper should include a statement of the law, a mathematical

derivation of this law, laboratory tests of the law, and some

applications of the law.

5



SEC-..'IN

Behavioral Obiectives

By the completion .

able to:
you will be

1. Define work L.0 thi.s deiinition.

2. Demonstrate enorgy by deriving

a formula that 1,;.ill erabA,' vu t Laluiate the kinetic

energy of a body and work problems relating to this formula.

3. Demonstrate your understanding of the change in kinetic energy

that occurs when two bodies interact and the force of interaction

is a constant retmlcive force by:

a. derivns a formula that: shows tj:, relatiQashin and working
problems relaLing to this formula.

b. presenting a one-quarter page argument that shows the
total kinetic nt!rw; chao!:es during the interaction but

is the sam 4t L. the i_riac:tion Is 'it: was before the
int.'.

C. derlvire, .11:.n transfer of kInctic

energy 1.(tiv to L;ra.. mass of the two bodies
and working problems redatir, to t:his formula.

d. deriving formulas that will-ive the velocities of the
bodies after the interaction and working problems relating
to these formulas.

1. Readings:

1. PSSC #1 pps. 402-406; 12 pps, 406-407; #1 ppci, 407-417.

2. Taffel - #1 pps. 136-137; #2 pps. 155-156; 1/3 pps. 156-157.

3. Williams - I/1 pps. 124-126; #2 pps. 131-132; #3

2. Problems:

1. PSSC #1 p. 418 ex. 2-5; #2 pps. 418-419 ex. 6-11, 13;
#3 pps 419-421 ey. 15-16, 18-25, 28-31.

2. Taffel - 1/1 pps. /46-148 ex. 1(2), 2(9), 1(1-2,4) 2(12,13,15);
#2 pps. 168-170 ex. 1(1-2), 2(11-14), 1(1,6), 2(15);
#3 pps. 169-170 ex. 1(8), 2(15, 2(17-18, 22)

3. Williams - #1 pps. 129-)30 A (1-4), A(1-2,4), D(9,11-12)

#2 pps. 135-136 ex. B(7), A(3-4), 15(8-9); P3



1. a. Define work.

b. A force of 25 nt. dry ice puck at. an
an angle of 60° wi7Lh riz,':n77.(iL and moves the puck 5 m.

How much work is. don. 1, this Force?

2. What is the kinetic energy of a proton (mass = 1.7 X 10 ''kg)
When it is moving at a speed of 3.5 X 108 m/sec?

3. Derive a formula that shows the total change in kinetic energy
that occurs when two objects interact and the force of interaction
is a constant repulsive force depends on the magnitude of the force
and the change in separation of the objects.

4. A ball of mass 5 kg is moving towards a ball with mass 25 kg
which is at rent at a spec of 20 m/sec.

a) What are the initial kinetic energiei of both bodies?

b) What are the velocities of each mass after the collision?

c) What are the final kinetic eneri. e;; of both bodies?

7



Ar..W.NCED Sn.:!7;7t!

1. A set of pulleys with an td.11, nA cf. 12 e to raise a 240 lb
safe a height of

a. Draw a diagram o.. the.- c0.1

b. If there is no f.rictl.onal loss, what effort must be applied?

c. How much cord will be pulled in by the effort?

d. What is the work input?

e. What is the work output?

2. A wheel and axle whose radii are 1 m and .25 m respectively is
used to lift a wieght of 50 nt.

a. Assuming it is an ideal machine what effort will be
required to operate it?

b. If the effort really needed is 17.5 nt, how much force is
used to overcome friction?

c. What distance must the i'f.ort move to raise the weight 8 m?

d- What is the owrk output?

e. Whet is the work input?

3. A 9 ft. board is used to make an inclined plane to roll a barrel
to a platform 3 ft. above the floor.

a. How much work would be required to raise the barrel directly
. from the floor to the platform?

b. If friction is neglected, what effort would be required to
roll the barrel.l up the incline'?



SECTION 3

Behavioral Objectives

By the completion er
able to:

will be

1. State a forinu.;.a ti et.-mine the total

energy in an InteracLioe Oei.ee a mass an a spring bumper

and work problems relarinl,: to this formula.

2. Demonstrate yout uueerstunding of the gravitational potential

energy and kinetic energy ai a body that is suspended at

height h above the earth by:

a. deriving a formula that will en.lble ycu to determine the

gravitational pQLeutial of a body at height h.

b. stating a fermuia that ,hows the relationship between

thesii two entr,iv, .1 of he t.:Q;a1 enor&y of the

system -In' r roli2tifig Lo Chit, formula.

3. Demonstrat your understanding of gri:tvitational potential

energy for an object at any separ;:ttion r from the earth by

deriving a formula t,lat. endo t to dete.r7ine the

gravitational poren.1 ot tis objet and working

problems relatinp to till:: formula.

4. Demonstrate your understt:Indi.ng of the ;Threes required to

put an object in orbit a'r'ound the earth or to free it from

the earths gravitational pull by being able to:

a, determine the escape kinetic energy of any given object

on the earth's surface.

b. derive a numerieal value for the escape velocity of any

object from the surface of the earth.

c. determine the binding energy of any given object to any

other given object.



Resources

1. Readings:

1. PSSC - 111 pps. 422-426; 02 pps. 426-433; :13 pps. 433-434;

#4 pps. 434-437.

2. Taffel - 111 ; #2 pps. 157-161; #3 pps. 161-162; #4 pps.

162-164.

3. Williams - #1 ; #2 pps. 130-131; 113 ; /14 .

2. Problems:

1. PSSC pps. 438-439 ex. 1-5, 7-8, 14-16, 19; #2 pps. 441-

442 ex. 20-21; 113 p. 442 ex. 22-23; #4 p. 442 ex. 24-26,

28-30.

2. Taffel - #1 : #2 pps. 169-170 c.. It a,7,9), 1(7-10, 13-14),
-.

2(16,21); #3 p. 170 1(11); #4 p. 170 1(11).

3. Williams - #1 ; #2 pps. 135 - .36 ex. A(1-2), A(1-2),

B(7); 113 & #4

3. Laboratories:

1. Physics: its Methods and Meanings, Lab 19

2. Physics: Lab III - 12

3. Physics: Lab III - 13

10



T.. 1

1. A mass of Y. 10 kg :1311 Y: 10-2 m/sec

on a frictionless c.ur b%mber which has
a. force constant of 1:.7

a. What is the kinel cncrT.' beco-c th, collision?

b. What is the maximum compression of the spring?

C. What is the potential energy when the spring is compressed
one-quarter of the way?

2. An object is suspended 25 m above, the earth. What w0.1 be the
kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of the object
when it drops 20 m?

3. What is the gravitational potential energy of an object that is
1.8 X 105 m above the surface of the earth if the radius of the
earth. is 6.37 X 106 m and the mass of the earth is 5.98 X 1024 kg?

4. What is the binding energy of a 1200 kg satellite to the earth?

11
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I. Books:

1. Physical Scie Stud Commir.tez - Physj.c5, Second Edition

(I). C. Heath and Co., 1965).

2. Taffel - Physics, Its Methods and Meanings (Allyn and Bacon,

Inc., 1965).

3. Williams, Metcalfe, Trinklein, Lefler - Modern Physics,

(Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1968).

II. Laboratory Manuals:

1. Taffel - Physics, Its Methods and Meanings Laboratory Manual,

(Allyn and Bacon, inc., 196s).

2. Physical Science Study Committee - Physics Laboratory Guide,

(D. C. Heath Aiid Co., 1965).
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